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the pd's made a mistake. i'm not saying they are perfect, but i think in this case it was just a
mistake. why can't we let them up to it? it's not even the first time they have done something

like this. they have done it before. well, he's good with friendship and he's friendly toward
everyone. he also treats people nicely. as he's the only son in his family, he has

responsibilities, and because he doesn't have an elderly mother, he has his father to take
care of him. but then, i would also like to think that he will try hard to become a good mc. i
agree with kjk on the whole band thing, and it would be amazing to see cjm, kwang soo and
kjk battle with just their fists. that would be just awesome. the one thing i don't really like is

that kjk uses a fake pencil to tap on the floor instead of a real bandana. the music is also a bit
stiff. i can't believe i am agreeing with all this. cjm's acting was pathetic. really. he should

have said something and then if he won, he should have just gone over and apologized. what
a pansy. i couldn't believe i was thinking that kjk was such a jerk. cjm, you should find a way
to get back at kjk. so i am very happy that its kjk vs cjm again. i think its time these two had
a match again. this is obviously to get kjk to apologize to jjm. i loved the fact that when jjm
got hit in the head by cjm, he had no reaction. obviously he wasn't going to shout out loud
because he was too hurt. they were very sensitive guys and like i said earlier, its a show.

because of jjm being such a sensitive guy, i felt that kjk was being way too violent and trying
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to get himself in trouble. and let me tell you, i loved this epi.
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so i guess the question for the next episode will be which guest will act like the asshole?
hahaha seriously lol. this episode was amazing, it was so much different than any other

episode. they have to keep up that edge though, because even though it seemed like such a
fun episode there was a part that felt like the writers were rubbing it in our face a bit,
especially with the disturbing dinner scene with won jin young. and also seeing the

contestants with their innocent smiles while watching on screen while everything was going
down kind of pissed me off. but the two games were awesome, and of course the

heartwarming jae suk & jung kyungswap is the best. i wonder if young bae will be coming
back next week or if they'll just hand it over to season 2 winner, do wan kim the dinner scene
with jin young was just super sad, he didn't deserve that. that happened around when he was
trying to apologize for his stupid mean party on the last episode and he was being nice and
trying to be mature. i agree that we need to keep that edge though. i hope he comes back
next week. can't wait to see him try to say "nice" on the show. (and can't wait to see the

whole thing happen in slow motion lol) i'd rather see kjk play maknae'dae in a team with cjm,
song ji hyo, yoo jaesuk and junsu than the twosome of cjm/kjk, so other than that i think it's

great show, agree with cjm on the using of the band, they rock it on their down time, i agree,
i think its a nice low key way to connect them with fans. so please calm down. there is no

need to be like this. is this what you wanted to do? get emotional because of things like this.
it's fine. there's no need for you to always make such a big deal of such trivial things.
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